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Our Children’s Voices                                                                                                                                   June 2020 
  
 
Dear Parents, Carers and children, 
  
It has been said many times over the past few months, but we are indeed living through strange times. We 
live history every single day; usually it is the mundane and ordinary, however this period is far from 
ordinary and perhaps uniquely is having a huge impact upon our children. As a school we feel it is 
important to care for the whole child and therefore would like to provide a platform for our children’s 
voices about this time, to be heard in the form of a blog which would be a part of Mary Dean’s website. 
  
We would like to ‘hear’ our children’s thoughts, feelings, experiences of lockdown. A couple of sentences 
or a small paragraph of up to 200 words would be perfect. We would really like to ‘hear’ the raw 
unembellished or corrected voice of our children -  spelling or grammatical errors no problem! No 
contribution is too small. Anything written from the heart is valuable. Pictures or photographs are 
welcome and these will be added to the blog later in either a scattered format or collage. 
  
Submissions should be sent to the dedicated email address below where they may be lightly edited. Please 
label, Our Children’s Voices, and include either your {child’s} first name and year group or initials and year 
group or you can opt to contribute anonymously. We sincerely hope that you feel that encouraging your 
child to reflect and express themselves in this way is a healthy and worthwhile exercise now and in the 
months to come. 
  
Some prompt questions to get you started if you are stuck: 

 Tell us how you felt about lockdown when it started 

 Did you have any worries/surprises/birthdays/special moments? 

 Thoughts about home learning, coming into school 

 Things you missed during lockdown 

 The good things about lockdown  

  
Send to:- voices@marydeansprimaryschool.co.uk  
  
Please expect a short delay between submission and posting, especially in these early days. If you wish to 
send photographs/pictures, please be aware that they will be visible to anyone accessing our Mary Dean’s 
website. 
  
We are excited to get this blog up and running and hope very many of you will take the opportunity over 
the next months to share your experiences, thoughts and feelings. 
  
 
From everyone at Mary Dean’s 
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